PRESS RELEASE

IBIC Fuels Business Development in Europe
New Projects in Power Plant Construction and Chemical Industry
Neu-Isenburg, Germany. 22.03.2011 - IBIC GmbH, an international provider of engineering services
for plant construction, today announced that it has won new customers and started several large
projects in the first quarter of 2011. IBIC provides comprehensive consulting and engineering services
targeted to the manufacturers and operators of power plants, refineries and chemical/pharmaceutical
plants.

Project Profiles
IBIC has deployed seven staff members to support a data conversion project for a customer in the
chemical industry. This project includes the migration of 650 Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams to
SmartPlant P&ID from its existing PDS and AutoCAD systems.

For a power plant manufacturer, IBIC will use the PDS software to create 3D piping models and
isometric drawings. This will help the customer reduce the environmental impact of existing,
conventional power plants. Four IBIC engineers will work on site with the client for over a year to
complete this project.

In another detailed engineering project, IBIC will create the necessary documentation in the areas of
instrumentation and electrical engineering for a new chemicals production plant. Six employees will
work on this project from IBIC’s own offices over a period of 15 months. The SmartPlant
Instrumentation and SmartPlant Electrical applications will directly access the customer’s server via a
CITRIX data connection.

Satisfied Customers
A project manager of an IBIC client is satisfied with his choice: “In various engineering projects, IBIC
has impressed us with its professionalism, technical competence, project management skills and
international teamwork at a fair price.”

“We know how important it is to listen closely to our customers and document their exact needs,” adds
Hans-Peter Beier, founder and managing director at IBIC. “Based on that, we build a specialized
project team which then delivers the desired service in a precise, timely manner. Our clients know that
they can rely on us – and they value our dependability.”
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Image 1: Detail Engineering

Image 2: Data Conversion

About IBIC
IBIC (Internationale Beier Ingenieur-Consulting) GmbH is a midsized service company for plant
construction and operations. The company, which operates throughout Europe, offers
specialized consulting and complete packages such as integrated engineering services.
Renowned consultants and technical expert teams work with passion and foresight to help
deliver the best possible solution for each individual customer.
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